
PARISH ENGAGEMENT COUNCIL 

April 7, 2022 

 

Present: Judy, Karen, Paula, Jim, Mark, Roy Hosek 

 

Meeting began in prayer, followed by a short snippet of Council business. 

 

Job description: Director of Parish Engagement 

 

 ◦ Under “unique representative responsibilities”. Roy brought up that under #3., 

there is no reference to goals, although tracking and reports mentioned. To be measured against 

what? PEC determined to add goals above measurement under #1; changing “develop and 

support strategies” to “develop goals and support strategies”.   

 ◦ The staff has all read the job description and provided input. A secondary 

outcome of this, was to educate staff that this person is not a volunteer coordinator. 

 ◦ Overall, board agrees the job description is complete and ready for submission 

and application of interested parties. 

 

Discussion of chapter 5, reviewing the book; Growing an Engaged Church. 

 ◦ Discuss the 4 outcomes of a church. Life satisfaction, inviting, serving, giving and 

how it relates to the mission statement of the church: To love, serve, and be hope.  

 ◦ Two characteristics of a vibrant church are engagement and spiritually committed 

individuals. 

 ◦ Discuss page 83 “what do I get versus what do I give”. Part of human nature, 

because in receiving ( spiritual, psychological, emotional) one is motivated to give. In turn 

relationships ( belonging) occurs and as well, further spiritual education/growth. All 4 build upon 

the other as an Engagement pyramid, if you will. 

 ◦ Mark considered the 12 Gallup survey questions, in order to use as a survey for 

the church. These 12 items serve as a litmus test for the spiritual health of a church. Although 

copyrighted, questions fairly inexpensive to use in relation to the outcome of information 

provided. 

 ◦ 1.) I Know what is expected of me. 65% of members strongly agree, although 

only 33 agree that there is progress of spiritual growth ( accountability). This statement is often 

assumed rather than clarified from leadership, and also very little follow up. Good to spell out. 

 ◦ 2) In my parish, my spiritual needs are met - only 55% of them are strongly agree. 

Not surprising these are mostly people who regularly attend mass. Although mass may be a main 

source it is not always the most important/ only source for all members. Some like small groups, 

Bible classes, support groups, service projects, mission trips and social events to name a few. 

The only way to know how a person’s spiritual needs are met is to ask. 

 ◦ 3.)Opportunity to do what I do best? 

48% strongly agree, and as a result, volunteer more hours of service and invite others to 

participate.  In Parishes overall, individual’s talents/ strengths go largely unrecognized; a huge 

loss of human potential that could be tapped for the transformation of society. We are spiritual 

beings and have an innate need to give of ourselves and help others. 

 



Considered the statement “anyone can do it”. True, while someone may be able to physically do 

something, it does not mean that it is part of their strengths and may be exceedingly 

uncomfortable for them. Much better to find a fit between ministry and skill set. Help people to 

determine what they do best. It is not only good for the individual with the congregation as a 

whole! Just imagine the unleashed human potential… 

 ◦ 4) Recognition/praise 

While we are all wired to desire recognition and attention, each person may appreciate a different 

form. 

> Praise > Engagement  

 ◦ 5) Spiritual leaders care about me. 86% agree. Be real, be individualized, be 

consistent. Consistency—->Trust—->Caring. 

 ◦ 6) Someone in parish encourages my spiritual development. 61% agree.  

Encourage members to turn dreams into callings. What are your talents/strengths, would you 

love to do, if $$ were no object what would you do for God? 

 

 

The council then brainstormed action steps to help members in a ministry feel more welcome. 

Warmth/inclusion/ relationship are all huge. Also discussed a point person/ ministry or 

somebody in leadership that might introduce a new member to the processes until they feel 

comfortable. Challenge to each ministry; write down your process for onboarding new members. 

Once a good process is found, it can be used as a template for other ministries. 

 

Jim offered a marketing update for the church.  

 ◦ He challenged each member to come up with three words that best describes the 

parish as a whole. Found it interesting that results were extremely similar, although 

individualized choices. “Welcoming” was the most repeated word.  

 ◦ Jim welcomes 5 to 6 new families per month. These are registered members that 

he follows up with. 

 ◦ Jim touched on website. Karen affirmed the photos on the website and how it’s 

coming along. Paula: Appreciate nuggets of information about the happenings within the church. 

i.e. Open Door update. Also, stories are so very rich! Ex. Fr Tim: boy & bread story.  

 ◦ Discussed the success of the Easter basket project and how they were able to 

fulfill the needs. Suggested short video feed to place on the website as a visual/ feedback to the 

community. Think parishioners would be “ wowed” by outpouring of our church. 

 ◦ Also discussed “Tooting our own horn”. Definitely not a Catholic characteristic, 

however, important for the members to be updated on church’s impact. Testimonials are a  great 

way to toot, but not toot :) 

 ◦ Also the use of Rocco a potential possibility 

 

Moving forward board discussed how we will collaborate with Martha to build an active 

Ministry Connector Team. Mark is moving forward and working with Martha offering LYTS to 

the church. Paula co- lead for confirmation kids starting LYTS Apr. 10th. 

 

Meeting adjourned ~ 

 
 


